In the battle for U.S. health care, patients and doctors are losing. Who Killed Health Care? shows how to win the war.

One of the nation’s most respected health care analysts, Regina Herzlinger exposes the motives and methods of those who have crippled America’s health care system—figures in the insurance, hospital, employment, government, and academic sectors. She proves how our current system, which is organized around payers and providers rather than the needs of its users, is dangerously eroding patient welfare and is pushing costs out of the reach of millions.

Who Killed Health Care? then outlines Herzlinger’s bold new plan for a consumer-driven system that will deliver affordable, high-quality care to everyone. By putting insurance money in the hands of patients, removing the middleman in the doctor-patient relationship, and giving employers cost relief, consumers and physicians will be empowered to make the system work the way it should. Herzlinger describes in precise detail how her innovative program will provide

- Smaller, disease-focused medical facilities that provide complete care for patients
- A national system of medical records that provides privacy with confidential access by approved practitioners


WHO KILLED HEALTH CARE?

“AS IT BECOMES MORE AND MORE OBVIOUS TO EVERYONE THAT OUR CURRENT HEALTH CARE SYSTEM IS UNSUSTAINABLE, THIS IS THE BOOK THAT HAD TO BE WRITTEN.”
—Daniel H. Johnson, Jr., MD, former president of the American Medical Association

“REGINA HERZLINGER…OFFERS A VISION OF THE WAY THINGS CAN BE, SHOULD BE, AND WILL BE SOONER OR LATER. THE ONLY QUESTION IS: HOW LONG DO WE HAVE TO WAIT?”
—Greg Scandalis, founder, Consumer’s Choice

“REGINA HERZLINGER…BRILLIANTLY ARTICULATES A BETTER WAY—EMBRACING THE PRINCIPLES OF COMPETITION AND INNOVATION THAT CAUSE EVERY OTHER SECTOR OF OUR ECONOMY TO THRIVE.”
—U.S. Senator Trent Lott (R-Ms), MD

“FOLLOWING ON THE HEELS OF HER LANDMARK MARKET-DRIVEN HEALTH CARE, HERZLINGER LAYS IT ON THE LINE WITH HER EXPOSÉ OF WHAT MANY WHO WORK IN THE HEALTH CARE INDUSTRY HAVE FELT IN THEIR GUT. NOW IT IS ARTICULATED IN AN ENTERTAINING AND MUST-READ PORTRAITUAL, WITH YOU AND ME AS THE ONLY WAY OUT.”
—Douglas White, executive vice president for strategic development, National Business Coalition on Health
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“AMERICA’S $2 TRILLION MEDICAL PROBLEM— AND THE CONSUMER-DRIVEN CURE”

Bill George, Professor, Harvard Business School and Former CEO of Medtronic
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